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Abstract 

It is well known that while adders are usually designed for the worst-case where their 

carries propagate through the entire bits, those cases rarely happen at real operation. 

This work takes advantage of the infrequent worst-case occurrences by designing 

adders for the average case rather than the worst-case. Average-case design implies 

that computation errors may happen. Those are being corrected by implementing a 

dual addition mode with the aid of a dedicated control circuit. A power-delay-energy 

model is presented, enabling to find the optimal design point. We show that for cases 

where the system’s critical paths are dictated by the adders, the system’s operation 

voltage can be reduced by their careful design, without harming the clock cycle and 

with very small performance degradation. Potential energy savings of up to 50% is 

shown. The dual-mode adder has been integrated into a 32-bit pipelined MIPS, 

validating the correctness of such design approach. 

 

1. Introduction 

The design of adders assumes that addition must be accurately completed within a 

single clock cycle, independently of the input operands; hence the worst-case of carry 

propagation along the entire bits is targeted. When high performance is desired, prefix 

and carry look-ahead (CLA) adder architectures which consume large area and energy 

[1-3] are used. The focus of this paper is on energy minimization. With the spread of 

mobile and green computing the focus of adder design is on low energy. The most 

important factor in adder optimization is its carry propagation probabilities. It was 

used to estimate the adder’s energy consumption in [4, 5]. We present an architecture 

called dual-mode, where the adder is designed for the expected longest carry rather 

than the worst-case.  The addition completes within a single clock cycle with 

minimum energy for most cases, while few additional cycles are required and in a 

very small probability. 

Accuracy, performance and energy were traded off in several works. Energy savings 

in adders can be achieved by sacrificing accuracy in applications that can tolerate it. 

In image processing, for instance, the image quality can sometimes be traded off for 

lower power. In [6] it was proposed to reduce the logic complexity of a full-adder at 

the transistor level and relax the numerical accuracy in a design of multi-bit adders. In 

addition to the inherent reduction in switched capacitance, the technique resulted in 

significant shortening of the critical paths, thus enabling voltage scaling. The 

approximate adder was used for video and image compression algorithms, achieving 

up to 69% power savings compared to accurate adders. Inaccurate computing has also 

been used in multiplication. In [7] a multiplier architecture using inaccurate building 
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blocks was presented. It achieved average power savings of 32% to 45% over 

corresponding accurate multiplier designs, with average errors of 1.4% to 3.3%.  

Though technically completely different, our method is reminiscent of the energy 

savings approach called Razor Design [8]. Unlike [6, 7] which pay in accuracy, the 

razor method pays by a little performance degradation. Voltage is scaled down so that 

most of the time the underlying logic safely completes its computation. The cases 

where the clock cycle was insufficient for a safe completion are detected during the 

execution. For those cases the computation is then repeated by allocating more clock 

cycles. 

An adder operating in two modes was described in [9], taking advantage of the very 

small probability of long carries. It detected whether the operands comply with a 

“short” operation mode (most often) or a “long” operation mode is in order. The adder 

was divided into two shorter parts with some overlap. The overlapping part was used 

to detect the addition mode. The short mode enabled voltage scaling for power 

reduction. The long mode used two clock cycles to properly compute. The adder 

proposes in this work has larger power reduction potential as it uses log n -bit carry 

propagation while [9] uses 2n -bit carry propagation. 

In an attempt to improve the overall throughput, a technique called telescopic unit 

took advantage of data dependency and its implication on the worst-cases probability 

[10]. The improvement is achieved by speeding up the clock signal, such that its cycle 

suffices for common input cases. Longer computations are split over several cycles. 

The telescopic unit produces a handshaking hold signal which is activated when the 

computation requires additional clock cycles to properly complete. Being general and 

based on synthesis, the telescopic adder improves the throughput over a wide range of 

adder circuits. More improvements can however be achieved by taking advantage of 

the specific carry logic, as done in some of the above works. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the potential energy 

saving in adders by voltage scaling, while Section 3 models and analyzes adder’s 

energy consumption and energy-delay product at the transistor level. Section 4 

compares the dual-mode adder with design-ware adders. Section 5 describes how the 

dual-mode adder was used in a 32-bit MIPS pipelined processor and presents results 

of experiments. Section 6 concludes the discussion. 

 

2. Energy saving in adders by voltage scaling 

Consider a 64-bit carry propagate adder (CPA) designed in 65 nanometer process 

technology and operated in 1.3V supply voltage. It is a well-known that the expected 

longest carry propagation in n -bit addition is  2logO n  [2 Ch. 5.3]. Rather than 

considering the carry propagation along 64 bits, we divide the adder into several k -bit 

groups. In the following experiment we measure by SPICE simulations how far can 

the supply voltage be reduced, while a k -bit adder still properly computes. The 

operands were set such that a carry-in pulse at the adder’s LSB will propagate through 
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its entire bits. Table 1 shows the lowest supply voltage yielding proper addition. The 

k -bit CPA comprises a carry propagation chain combined with per-bit addition 

circuit. Its detailed design can be found in [11]. The corresponding energies were 

obtained by integrating the current-voltage product over time.  

64 32 16 8 4 2 Group size k  

1.3 0.841 0.655 0.553 0.485 0.458 Supply voltage [Volts] 

15.1 2.74 0. 253 0.0103 7580.00 3960.00 Energy [10
-12

 Joule] 

Table 1. Group size versus supply voltage. 

A new adder architecture called dual-mode has been proposed in [11]. There, an n -bit 

CPA is divided into m n k  independent groups of k -bits each. It was shown that 

the additions are properly computed with a very high probability, a fact that was used 

to design a power-efficient simple adder, which has later been used in [12] for energy-

efficient high-performance adder, called DM
2
, comprising special logic circuit family 

called dual-mode logic (DML). It has been shown that the probability of the longest 

carry to not exceed k  bits in a dual-mode adder is 

  1 2
m

kq   . (1) 

The separation of the energy E  in Table 1 into static and dynamic components 

matters. Those are required later to properly compute the energy consumed by an 

addition operation as a part of a complete computing system, where it is integrated in 

a pipelined processor. To this end a parameter 0 1   is introduced, counting the 

static energy E  and the dynamic energy  1 E . 

A dual-mode adder is working either in a single clock cycle (normal-mode), or in 

multi cycles (extended-mode). The adder properly computes within a single clock 

cycle when the longest carry does not exceed k  bits. If the longest carry exceeds k  

bits, the adder will use additional 1m  clock cycle to properly complete its 

computation. Fig. 1 provides an idea of the adder’s operation modes probabilities. It 

shows the probability of an n -bit adder comprising m n k groups of k -bit each to 

require more than a single clock cycle. Notice that for a 64-bit adder with 8-bit groups 

it is less than 0.01. 

 
Fig. 1. Extended mode probability as a function of group size. 
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Let us consider the total energy totE consumed by an adder when it is integrated in a 

computing system. While the dynamic energy depends only on the logic switching, 

and hence is independent of m , the static energy depends. Recalling that the 

probability of a normal mode (single cycle) is q  and of an extended mode ( m  cycles) 

is 1 q , the total energy is 

       tot 1 1 1 1 1E qE q E m E E q m                  . (2) 

The first term in the right hand brackets of (2) is the energy consumed in a single 

cycle, while the second term is the extra static energy resulting from the additional 

1m cycles required to complete proper addition in extended-mode. Energy is not 

always the main design consideration. Recall that the dual mode adder may 

sometimes spend m n k  clock cycles to properly compute. We therefore consider 

the product of the expected computation time with the energy. Such performance 

metric is reminiscent of the 2AT  well-known metric which has been commonly used 

in the analysis of algorithms and their hardware implementation [13]. Denoting by T

the clock cycle and by aveT  the average addition time, the energy-delay product is 

     atot ve 1 1 1 1TE E q q qTm m              . (3) 

 

3. Modeling and analyzing the energy consumption 

It is an interesting question of whether there is a group size k  yielding minimum 

energy. We subsequently develop a model to compute the energy consumption 

dependence on the adder size n , group size k , the static-to-dynamic energy ratio   

and the supply voltage ddV . We then compare between the computations of the model 

to the results obtained by SPICE simulations. While n  and   are predetermined, let 

us find the dependency of ddV  on k  such that the carry completes its propagation 

through the group within the clock cycle. The intrinsic delay t  of a unit-size CMOS 

pass-gate transistor is given by  

 
 

dd

2

dd th

V
t

V V





, (4) 

where   combines process technology parameters, and thV  is the threshold voltage 

[3]. A group of size k comprises a carry-chain of k successive pass-gates [11]. The 

propagation delay kt  of such chain grows quadratic with k , yielding  

 
 

2 dd

2

dd th

k

V
t k

V V





. (5) 

Ignoring register’s setup and propagation delays, given a clock cycle kt , one can 

derive the smallest supply voltage required to operate the carry-chain transistors such 

that the carry propagation delay will not exceed kt . Solving (5) for ddV  yields 
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22 2 4

t
dd th 22 4k k k

V kk k
V V

t t t

 
   . (6) 

The knowledge of ddV  allows to derive the dynamic energy consumed by the adder, 

expressed by 2
dyn ddE CV  , where C is the adder’s underlying total capacitance. The 

adder’s total energy totE  can be found from dynE ,   and q . The product  1 E  in 

(2) is the adder’s dynamic energy dynE , whereas E  in (2) is its static energy 

consumed during a clock cycle, expressed by  dyn 1E E    . Substitution in (2) 

yields 

 

   

2
22 2 4
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.  (7) 

totE  in (7) has been calculated for various n , k  and  . Fig. 2 illustrates the results. 

The energy-delay product is obtained by substituting (7) into (3) and using kT t , 

which evaluations are shown in Fig. 3. 

   

Fig. 2. Model-based energy consumption of various adders. 

   
Fig 3. Model-based energy-delay product of various adders. 
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The minimum point of energy-delay product in Fig. 3 is explained by the fact that the 

reduction of k  enables the reduction of the adder’s operation voltage on one hand, but 

the probability of carry exceeding k  is rapidly growing. On the opposite end, larger k  

require high voltage, but the probability of proper addition within a single cycle is 

rapidly growing. Another parameter to examine is the impact of the static-to-dynamic 

power ratio . Though it hardly affects the optimal group size k ,  for smaller static 

power, various adder sizes n  converge faster to same energy and energy-delay 

product. This is expected since for large k  the dynamic energy is dominant. 

We subsequently show how the SPICE simulations match the energy model in (7). 

Substituting the SPICE energies of Table 1 into (2) yields the energy functions shown 

in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 illustrates the energy-delay product. The similarity between the 

model-based and SPICE-based energies and energy-delay products is clearly shown. 

In particular, the optimal group size 8k   is common in both models.   

    
Fig. 4. SPICE-based energy consumption of various adders. 

   

Fig 5. SPICE-based energy-delay product of various adders. 

 

4. Comparing dual-mode adder to design-ware adders 

In an attempt to reduce the energy of an entire system, we subsequently examine the 

usage of a dual-mode adder as an alternative to high-performance adders obtained by 

design-ware tools as those of Synopsys [14] and Cadence [15]. That alternative is 

applicable for ALU-bounded systems, whose clock cycle is dictated by the arithmetic 

operations. Other systems that can benefit of it are those using extensive arithmetic 

circuits, such as image processors [16]. Fig. 6 is the static timing analysis (STA) 
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results of an image processor, showing that the addition time portion of the most 

critical paths is dominant. 

 
Fig. 6. The impact of the adders on delay paths criticality in an image processor [16].  

To carry out the study, a 65 nanometer 64-bit design-ware adder has first been 

synthesized to 500MHz and nominal supply voltage with Cadence’s tool [15]. That 

adder is used as a reference for the alternative dual-mode adder. Fig. 7 shows the 

delay of group sizes 2,4,8k   with respect of 500MHz cycle time. It is shown that all 

could meet that frequency, with large time margins. Those are used to reduce the 

supply voltage ddV  such that the switching point will move rightwards towards the 

2.0nSec point. Notice the quadratic growth of the delay with group size, occurring by 

the pass-gate carry-chain of the group as expressed in (5).  

 
Fig 7. The delay of 2, 4, and 8-bit adder’s group sizes. 

Though 2 and 4-bit groups allow aggressive supply voltage reduction, it has been 

shown both by the model and the SPICE results that the optimal group size is 8k   

(see Figs. 2-5). We designed the 64-bit adder with 8-bit groups, such that those meet 

500 MHz clock frequency with smallest supply voltage. Fig. 8 illustrates the SPICE 

response of 8-bit carry path operated in 0.95V, where the adder’s input and outputs 

were connected to appropriate registers. 
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Fig. 8. The response of the carry path in 8-bit adder for 0.95V. 

 suply 

voltage 

[Volt] 

time 

slack 

[pSec] 

 

Power 

[µW] 

 

power 

ratio 

energy 

ratio 

0.2   

energy 

ratio 

0.4   

 

dual-mode adder 

1.3 1451 2377 0.96 0.97 0.99 

1.1 1186 1620 0.65 0.66 0.67 

0.95 6 1117 0.45 0.46 0.47 

synthesized adder 1.3 1 2480 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Table 2. Comparison of 64-bit synthesized tree-adder to dual mode-adders. 

Four 64-bit adders have been designed. Three are dual-mode which use the 8-bit 

carry-chain groups for building blocks [11]. Those were designed for 1.3V, 1.1V and 

0.95V supply voltage. The other was automatically synthesized by Cadence tool [15] 

in 500 MHz and 1.3V. Digging into the synthesized adder’s net-list, we found that a 

tree architecture was selected by the design compiler. We ran Cadence’s static timing 

analysis (STA) and power analysis tools on all the designs and the results are 

summarized in Table 2. 

Recall that the energy comparison must account for the extended addition mode, 

where few clock cycles are required for proper addition, and hence additional static 

power is consumed. According to Fig. 1 the extended addition mode probability for 

8k   is less than 0.01. To find the energy efficiency of the dual-mode addition 

compared to the ordinary addition the corresponding energies (power multiplied by 

the clcok cycle) are substituted in (2) and then divided by the energy consumed by the 

synthesized adder. Notice that the clock cycle is canceld out since it multiplies both 

the nominator and the denominator. The savings factors are shown in the two 

rightmost columns of Table 2. The energy ratios are very close to the power ratios 

since the probability of the adder to expand multi cycles is very small. 

  

5. Using a dual-mode adder in a pipelined processor 

The former sections assumed that the addition operands are random and independent 

of each other. It is interesting to examine the operation of a dual-mode adder in a real 
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processor running test programs. To this end we replaced the ALU’s ordinary adder of 

a 32-bit MIPS pipelined processor with a dual-mode one and ran few addition and 

multiplication intensive programs, where all multiplications were implemented in the 

assembly code by add-shift. 

Fig. 9 depicts how a dual-mode adder is integrated into the MIPS. The operation 

SUM A B   starts when the arguments are stored into the registers A and B. The 

detection of whether a single cycle (normal mode) will suffice for proper addition 

takes place simultaneously with the addition. If a normal node is validated (most 

often), the clock gater producing the pipelined clock follows the global clock, and the 

result will be loaded into the SUM register after one cycle. If, however, an extended 

mode occurs (rarely), the pipelined clock signal is delayed by an appropriate number 

of clock cycles, allowing the adder to properly complete. Considerable energy savings 

in the entire system is possible by reducing the supply voltage if the critical timing 

paths occur in the adder. Although Tables 1 and 2 present the savings for adders 

alone, there is no difference when other logic is concerned. 

 
Fig. 9. Block diagram of a dual-mode adder embedded in a pipelined MIPS. 

Two comments are in order. The control signal of the gated clock generated by the 

mode decision logic in Fig. 9 that is used in the execution (EXE) pipeline stage could 

be moved earlier into the instruction decode (ID) stage, which is the ordinary practice 

to produce control signal. That however will cost some additional energy since the 

mode decision logic will work for each instruction, regardless of whether or not it 

involves addition. Another advantage of generating that control in the EXE rather 

than in ID is that it is working in parallel to the addition, thus not affecting the critical 

delay paths, whereas in ID it does. 

The second comment concerns the energy increase in the entire pipeline when the 

clock is disabled. Other than in the adder, no logic signal is switching in the extra 

cycles of extended addition mode, hence dynamic energy is not wasted. Static energy 

however does. It equals to    1 1q m      times the system energy. For 0.99q  , 

32 8 4m n k    and 0.2   there is    1 1 0.006q m      , while for 

0.4   it is 0.012 , which is practically negligible compared to the energy savings 

obtained by the voltage scaling. 
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Fig. 10 shows the probabilities of extended addition mode for three programs of 

addition, factorial and matrix multiplication that ran on 32-bit MIPS pipelined 

processor. The statistics includes not only the arithmetic instructions but also the 

address calculations incurred in load, store and branches, which also involve 

additions. The addition modes were counted during execution and the results show 

that for group size 8k   the probability of the ALU to work in extended addition 

mode (multi-cycle) is negligible. 

Fig. 10. Probabilities of extended addition mode in 32-bit MIPS processor. 

 4k   8k   16k   

normal ext. % normal ext. % normal ext. % 

load 84600 11400 13.5 95640 360 0.55 96000 0 0 

store 2160 240 11.1 2394 6 0.25 2400 0 0 

add 241533 61887 25.6 301650 1770 0.59 303417 3 0 

addi 955620 62160 6.5 1017414 366 0.036 1017780 0 0 

Table 3. Breakdown of the addition modes in the matrix multiplication program. 

Table 3 shows the breakdown of the addition modes in the matrix multiplication 

program for various group sizes k . The instructions involving addition are listed and 

next to each their normal and extended modes distribution. It is shown that for 8k   

the extended-mode probability is negligible. 

 
Fig. 11. Comparison of extended-mode theoretical probabilities to MIPS programs. 
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It is interesting to see how much the theoretical probabilistic model in (1) matches 

with the measurements taken in real programs. To this end Fig. 11 compares those for 

the addition test, showing that the probabilities are almost identical. 

 

6. Conclusions and further research 

This work showed how energy efficiency can be achieved by taking advantage of the 

infrequent worst-case carry propagation occurring in addition. The potential energy 

savings was studied and the validity of the dual-mode addition approach has been 

shown in the design of a 32-bit pipelined MIPS processor. Dual-mode addition can 

also be very useful in special architectures such as image processors, where deep 

pipeline of additions is required for weighted pixel color averaging. It is interesting to 

study the implication of the extended-mode probability on the energy and 

performance of such pipeline. 
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